RCD PARTNER

‘BY THINKING OUTSIDE
THE BOX, WE GIVE OUR
CLIENTS A DIFFERENT
ANGLE ON RECRUITMENT!’
Greenberg Nielsen is a recruitment agency
specialized in finding the right finance
professionals. Established in Amsterdam in
2011, two years ago the company opened
a second office in Rotterdam. Now in its
tenth year, Greenberg Nielsen’s team of
more than 20 people is working hard to
make the agency’s next ten years just as
successful! We caught up with agency
recruiter Eline van der Stee to talk
about the firm and her work.
HOW LONG HAVE YOU BEEN WITH GREENBERG,
AND WHAT DOES YOUR JOB INVOLVE?
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‘I joined in November 2018 as one of the first three consultants at the Rotterdam office. As a consultant, I have a
360 degree role, meaning I work on both the client end and
candidate end to make the right match for both sides.’
Eline van der Stee, consultant at Greenberg Nielsen

WHAT CAN YOU DO FOR COMPANIES IN ROTTERDAM
CENTRAL DISTRICT?
‘Greenberg Nielsen helps companies find professionals to fill financial posts. We recruit for both permanent and temporary posts,
from financial operations level to senior financial roles. Thanks to
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our clearly and innovatively designed process, we can quickly find
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‘Greenberg Nielsen
focuses on finding
the talent that
will enable an
enterprise to grow
and succeed.’

the right candidate for a company. We take care of the whole processes for clients so their departments can devote themselves to
their core business.’

WHAT SETS YOU APART FROM OTHER RECRUITMENT
AGENCIES?
‘Greenberg Nielsen on finding the talent that will enable an enterprise to grow and succeed. We do that by translating the required
skill set into the right personality profile. In other words, we want to
ensure a real click between the candidate and the client, so we focus
on the person behind the CV. By thinking outside the box, we give
our clients a different angle on recruitment!’

Greenberg Nielsen is always looking for top recruiters!
Want to join their team? Send an email to info@greenbergnielsen.nl.

MAKING A DIFFERENCE IN FINDING FINANCE PROFESSIONALS

TEKST Romy Lange
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TALENT.
GROWTH.
SUCCESS.

